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ABOUT
In a globalized world in which community and identity divides are exported to the
same degree as objects, Anna Raimondo explores and blends differences, special
characteristics and multiple identities in order to break down the barriers between them,
to accept their ill-defined boundaries and to transform them into a domain of possible
conflicts.
Anna Raimondo’s work is a medium for encounters and exchanges. It can be defined as
a journey that illustrates social diversity while creating possible areas of interaction. The
method is flexible and variable, accepting the accidental as the unforeseeable. Anna
Raimondo does not seek to summarize a global reality, but rather to allow herself to be
surprised and led by the Other. The initial strategy, used in numerous works, consists
of an intervention in a public space intended to encourage encounters. An action
leading to a break or gap in the permanent flow of daily life in which surprise, curiosity or
astonishment provoke dialogue. Anna Raimondo’s process enables her to prepare to be
part of the exchange and makes her art «a meeting place»1. This material then becomes
the imprint of a performance, as well as feeding images, videos, radiophonic creations
and, ultimately, all the work of this artist, who has journeyed to numerous countries in
Europe, South America and Africa.
Her daily feminism appears in all her work, particularly that concerning the social
construction of gender and particularly the construction of the female identity, the
constant questioning of which constitutes a resistance to its confinement.
There is also a humorous and playful aspect, both in the actions in public spaces and in
her plastic creations. A story, a word, a gesture or an everyday object become evidence
of a multiple and evolving identity, both revealed and questioned.
Excerpt of the critic text “Mi porti al mare?”

written by the curators Nancy Casielles & Nancy Suárez
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BIO
Anna Raimondo completed the MA Sound Arts at the London College of Communication
(UAL, London, UK) and is running a practice based Phd between Arba (Royale
Académie de Beaux Arts) and ULB University in Brussels (BE) « New genders of
listening: voices, bodies and territories ». She has participated in several international
exhibitions including: the solo shows « Fronte Nazionale Naso Partenopeo » curated by
Marco Trulli at Albumarte in 2020 (Roma, IT); « Nada que declarar » curated by Tam
Maite Ciai at Matienzo in 2019 (Buenos Aires, AR); « Seremos serias de la manera más
alegre » curated by Florencia Curci at CASO - Casa del Bicentenario in 2018 (Buenos
Aires, AR); « New boundaries of the wellness of vagynal ecosystem » curated by Juan
Matos Capote at TEA Museum in 2018 (Santa Cruz de Tenerife, ES); « New Boundaries
of the wellness of vagynal ecosystem » curated by Lucrezia Cippitelli at Ex Elettrofonica
Gallery in 2017 (Rome, IT); « Nous serions sérieuses de la manière la plus heureuse »
at Le Cube in 2017 (Rabat, MA); « Come un mare for d’acqua » curated by Marco Trulli
at the BJCEM Biennial in 2017 (Tirana, AL); « Mi porti al mare? » curated by Nancy
Casielles and Nancy Suárez at the MAAC in 2016 (Brussels, BE); « Beyond the voice »
curated by Lucia Farinati at Arte Contemporanea in 2014 (Bruxelles, BE).
She has also participated at several group shows, festivals and biennials such as:
« Signale - Espaces Réciproques » curated by Aurélie Fauré and Lola Motti at the
Friche la Belle de Mai in 2020 (Marseille, FR); « Tell me more about you » curated by
Maelle Delaplanche and Tatiana Wolska at Ateliers Mommens in 2019 (Bruxelles, BE);
“Oscillation – on sound’s nature” curated by Q-O2 in 2019 (Bruxelles, BE); the 13th
Dakar Biennial (SN) in the frame of the collective show « Invisible » curated par Alya
Sebti in 2018; « Pavillon de l’Exile » curated by mounir fatmi and Marie Deparis-Yafil at
French Institute in 2018 (St.Louis, SN); the collective show « Africa is not an island » at
MACAAL Museum in 2018 (Marrakech, MA) ; « Biennale de Casablanca » curated by
Christine Eyene in 2018 (MA); Tsonami Sound Arts Festival in 2017 (Valparaiso, CH);
« loading...casa » curated by Salma Lahlou in the frame of the Dubai Design Week and
Moussem cities in 2017 and 2018; « Fluid Journey » curated by Silvia Litardi in 2017 at
Pastificio Cerere (Rome, IT); « You must change your life », curated by Hicham Khalidi
at Stuk in 2015 (Leuven, BE); « Everyone has a sense of rhythm », curated by Christine
Eyene at the Draf in 2015 (London, GB), etc.
Her radiophonic works have been broadcast internationally. She has won the Palma Ars
Acustica 2016 with her radio work « Me, my english and all the languages of my life »
and as best soundscape with « La vie en bleu » in the frame of the sound art competition
PIARS and has won the prize of the city in the frame of the contemporary art prize
Médiatine in 2018.
As curator, she is mainly focused on sonic arts within post-colonialism and feminist
practices. She co-curated « Here.now.where? » at the 5th Marrakech Biennial in 2014
(MA); « Saout Africa(s) » in the frame of « Every time a ear di soun » for documenta14 in
2017 (DE) ; the « Focus Italie » at the festival Longueur d’Ondes in 2019 (FR), « Moroccan
Mix » for Friday Late V&A Museum in London in 2015 (GB), etc..
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Selected artworks
2010-2020

graphics Marzia Dalfini
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Fronte Nazionale Naso Partenopeo, 2020

Satin Flag 1,50 x 1,00 m
HD video 16/9, 21’
3 Posters A1
Mobile structure in blu colored wood (variable dimensions) with stickers, t-shirts and A3 flyers

The title of this work draws inspiration from a written inscription fleetingly read by the artist on
the walls of Naples. The constitution of a utopian party, Fronte Nazionale Naso Partenopeo
(Neapolitan Nose National Front), the artist uses interviews of Neapolitan citizens and activists to initiate a choral reflection on daily micro-actions of social transformation and emancipation. A (non) party, represented by a (non) flag on display in the exhibition together with
various propaganda materials, is at the core of an actual election campaign staged by the
artist, presenting a mobile election banquet, similar to a street vendor’s bench, which will be
used for future actions in the public space. The nose, an element that defines the physiognomy of a person, is ironically used as an identity parameter, as the starting point for a series
of political and social speculations carried out in the interviews, with a recurring motto: use
your eyes, use your ears, have a nose.

Fronte Nazionale Naso Partenopeo, 2020
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Le strade del femminismo sono infinite, 2019
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Le strade del femminismo sono infinite, 2019
Digital photo, variable dimensions

By paraphrasing « Le strade del Signore sono infinite » (the ways of the Lord are infinite), the
artist blesses each single feminist path.
The choice of the green background is a tribute to the Argentinian Green Tide, in reference
to the feminist claims for legal abortion voiced by the massive demonstrations taking place
in Argentina today. Since the start of the campaign in 2017, the feminist mouvement has
adopted a distinctive symbol: a green handkerchief. Beyond the demonstrations, it is today
worn as a token of our own feminism, as a call to solidarity.
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Nada que declarar, 2019

Triptych of black and white photos, 1,40 x 90 cm

What if our symbolic and biologic vaginas express themselves?
What if we shy away from the dominant language to explore our complexities?
What if we meet in the resistance of the silence, in almost inaudible sounds and vibrations?
What if we provoke short-circuits in the way they represent us and we self-represent ourselves?
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Nada que declarar, 2019-2020

Performance and video documentation

The artist has posed for the students of the Fine Art School ISFA Rogelio Yrurtia in Buenos
Aires in 2019 and then at the Royale Académie de Beaux Arts in Brussels in 2020. She wore
a megaphone on her pubis while embodying several iconic women nudes of art history while
fine art students portrayed her.

Nada que declarar, drawings, 2019
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Photo: Maud Opdebeek

Nada que declarar, drawings, 2019
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New Boundaries in the Well-Being of the Vaginal Ecosystem #1 Roma, 2017
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New Boundaries of the Well-Being of the Vaginal Ecosystem
Ongoing project since 2017

In « Gender Trouble »,1 activist and philosopher Judith Butler explores the performativities of
gender, which we all experience throughout our lives and are pushed to reiterate as a norm,
as an unavoidable condition of our very existence. « Performativity is not a singular act »
argues Butler, « but a repetition and a ritual, which achieves its effects through its naturalization in the context of a body »2. Thus, little girls show « instinctual » carefulness; boys hide
emotions and show confidence; women seek stability through heterosexual partnership and
procreation. « One is a woman, according to this framework, to the extent that one functions
as one within the dominant heterosexual frame, » continues Butler, «and to call the frame into
question is perhaps to lose something of one’s sense of place in gender »3. Through different releases in several cities, (Rome, Italy; Valparaiso, Chile; Bruxelles, Belgium; Santa Cruz
de Tenerife, Spain; Lucena, Spain), starting in 2017, Anna Raimondo’s « New Boundaries
in the Well-Being of the Vaginal Ecosystem » asks women to remember and recount personal stories that involve specific places. In most of these collections of narrations, women
emphasize the way their bodies are called to act in public spaces; that is the way they are
expected to walk, dress, and respond to solicitations while being sexualized. They embody
the implicit assumption that the only reason they are somewhere is because they are objects,
available to the will and sexual desire of male subjects. In her discussion of performativity,
Butler describes the reiteration of certain norms that society imposes on gender. Her idea
of reiteration is focused on sexual orientation and behavior in society, more than on the way
sexualized bodies are expected to behave in spaces. However, the same idea of reiteration
emerges every time one listens to the sound pieces Raimondo has produced in the frame
of this multifaceted project. New Boundaries investigates different geographies and it is, in
fact, a listening tool from a gender perspective. Any time we listen to one of the outputs of
this long-term art project, we grasp the reiteration of the inner clash that emerges when we
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cross any geography: a collision between a desired, liberated femininity and the persistent
feeling we must suppress it, in order to be safe. The voices of the many women Raimondo
called upon to participate—and each of them could be anyone of us—underline the repetition of this collision and its universality. Raimondo pushes us to ask ourselves what are the
common experiences and what are the differences when we are exposed to different urban
geographies. Is there a possible universalism in this reiteration? How do urban environments
receive women’s bodies (regardless of their sexual and biological orientation)? This is not
the first artwork in which Raimondo investigates feminine feelings and desires related to
surrounding environments. In « Femminisme quotidien #1 », produced in Rabat, Morocco in
2017, she asked a group of women to conceive and share a series of sentences that could
express the relationship of their own bodies with the spaces that enclose them. One of these
sentences stated « Je ne suis pas un bout de viande » (« I am not a piece of meat »): a
simple and almost naive phrase. Indeed, what emerges here is the reiteration, which follows
us every step we take, every gaze we cross, every behavior we embody. To be a woman
is part of this reiteration, of this redundancy of movements and postures we embody as an
authomatisme, in order to avoid the intervention of the surrounding space on our sexualized body. For Raimondo — who « found » the title ready-made during a conference of her
brother, a gynecologist — « Vaginal Ecosystem » is « a magical term » and « a metaphor ».
It references different feminist and gender concerns: from the protest images of the 1970’s,
where radical feminists mimicked the vagina with a triangle formed with their hands, to the
coldness of medical language. Yet, we do not use the word vagina that often. We allude to it,
we name it by using euphemistic, « sweeter » words, we provide hints. The “V” word is, in itself, a statement. And using it in connection with the idea that vaginal health is related with the
possibility of feeling free and liberated in the spaces we cross, and not purely in connection
to the organic health of our reproductive organ —the organ that defines our feminine mission
on this planet— is extremely playful and radical at the same time. Similarly, New Boundaries
is playful and radical. Raimondo spent time with different women; walked with them through
meaningful places; listened to, collected and mixed their stories with field recordings; collaborated with them to create a collective output, which was both entertaining and serious. The
result is a psychogeographical map of different cities, a mix of voices and soundscapes, «
which we often experience without hearing, » explains Raimondo. It is a sonic map, which is
not functional or objective, but rather sketched by the voices of women. It does not follow historical trajectories, but instead puts the spectator in the position to embody a subjective, yet
universal, narration. A flânerie that leads to perceive urban spaces through female feelings.
A significant reference for the conception of this work is Gillian Rose’s « Feminism and Geography »4. As Raimondo declares, quoting a few of its stronger sentences: « Geography is
masculinist because while claiming to be exhaustive, it forgets about women’s existence and
concerns itself only with the position of men...Masculinist geography generates its concepts
and organizes its knowledge in order to exclude women’s issues...It is reluctant to listen to
anyone else ». What does it mean the behavior of women in public space? How do urban
spaces respond to women? How do we map a place according to gender perspectives?
Rose sets up the questions and proposes possible answers by deconstruct-ing geography
as a discipline, focusing on how it is constructed. Rose’s essay shaped Raimondo’s initial
research by essentially providing a conceptual and academic framework to an ethical need.
According to the artist’s own statement, New Boundaries is a « feminist work », a praxis conceived to « open up established boundaries of habits we usually deal with ». She adds: «
One of the reasons why I am a feminist is the possibility of social equality ». New Boundaries
addresses our bodies, the way geographies shape them and their behavior, and how they
embody knowledge constructed under the name of « geography ». « A geography which is
made of our bodies and experiences, and our subjectivities and presences. A geography
which takes into account the multiplicities of gender perspectives » explains Raimondo. The
fragments of conversations collected for New Boundaries remind us that the design of urban
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spaces privileges masculine needs or metaphors, but does not respond to female needs or
sensibilities: « When you walk on sanpietrini [Roman cobblestones] you feel constantly in
danger, you feel you cannot control the territory, you don’t feel safe.» « Every time I park the
car, at night, before I unlock the doors and get out, I look carefully the rear-view mirrors, to
check if everything around me is quiet and safe ».
« Yesterday on the bus, as usual, so crowded that we felt packed like sardines, I felt something leaning on my butt. Something firm but soft, inserted between my buttocks. I jumped,
trying not to step on any other sardines, who were already looking at me oddly, and I turned.
It was the hand of a man, standing there behind me, with a vague gaze in his eyes ». In the
first edition of New Boundaries, in Rome, Raimondo installed a sound piece comprised of
collected voices and soundscapes in the gallery Ex-Elettrofonica, adding a physical detail
that transformed the act of listening into a site-specific, immersive experience. The gallery
—designed as a cave, with smooth corners and round-shaped volumes— was transformed
into a welcoming, organic fuchsia environment with the simple installation of magenta filters
on the normally white lights. Visitors listened in a womb-like environment. Raimondo developed the second chapter in Valparaiso during the Festival Tsonami 2017, together with Chilean sound artist Fernando Godoy as curator. After many urban dérives with different women,
Raimondo conceived a collective and participative sound walk, which was made available
online as a city guide.5 New Boundaries #4 Santa Cruz de Tenerife, curated by Juan Matos
Capote at the museum TEA Tenerife Espacio de las Artes, was presented as a six channel
sound installation with a series of portraits of women in places of personal significance,
where they offer another narration to assert their active presence. For instance, Magda, a
fatphobia activist, sits in front of a pensive, corpulent statue in a public park, reclaiming the
positivity of the struggle against self-blaming as a form of identity. For the Lucena version, in
the frame of the Sensxperiment Festival, Raimondo experimented with a new, site-specific
and participative format: a street parade. She called upon a group of women to perform—
with their bodies and their voices—a non-linear, sonic narration in different spots of the city.
We go from the earlier versions of a city narrated through sound and voices to an ephemeral, collective event that uses urban space as display and its inhabitants and involuntary
public as participants: a collective, female prayer to St. Theresa in Santiago Church; or a
group of women sitting at the Paris Bar, where usually only men spend time. Together with
the site-specific outputs, Raimondo created a series of vinyl records for every geography
she researched in order to build an archive of words and sounds; she then combined these
recordings with maps of « gestures of resistance », gestures that the artist extrapolated from
every conversation she had with the women involved in New Boundaries.
Critic text by Lucrezia Cippitelli published for the catalogue « Prácticas Territoriales »,
produced by TEA (Museum of Contemporary Arts in S.Cruz de Tenerife), 2019

1 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity, Nueva York, Routledge, 1999.
2 Ibíd., p. xv.
3 Ibíd., p. xi.
4 Gillian Rose, Feminism and Geography: The Limits of Geographical Knowledge, Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press, 1993, p. 4.
5 http://www.tsonami.cl/proyectos/obras-permanentes/ (Available upon publication of this book.)

graphics Marzia Dalfini
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Nuove frontiere del benessere dell’ecosistema vaginale #1 Roma, 2017

6 multi-channel sound installation with light intervention, screen printed poster (92 X 61cm), Vinyl
Produced by Ex Elettrofonica, Openvizor and Wallonie Bruxelles International
Courtesy the artist and Ex Elettrofonica
Curated by Lucrezia Cippitelli

New Boundaries in the Well-Being of the Vaginal Ecosystem #1 Roma, 2017
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graphics Marzia Dalfini
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Nuevas fronteras del bienestar del ecosistema vaginal #2 Valparaíso, 2017
Sound walk + screen printed poster (92 X 61cm) + Vinyl + Video documentation
Produced in the frame of Tsonami Festival with the support of WBI

For the sound art festival “Tsonami”, Raimondo decides to question the city of Valparaíso
by making different “urban derives” with different women living the city.
By collecting their perceptions and histories related to the city, the final result is a collective
and participative sound walk leading the spectator to experience the city in the body of these
women.
To make the sound walk if you are in Valparaíso just follow the instruction you find in:
http://www.tsonami.cl/blog/

Nuevas fronteras del Bienestar del Ecosistema Vaginal #2, Valparaíso, 2017
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graphics Marzia Dalfini
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Nuevas fronteras del bienestar del ecosistema vaginal #4 S.Cruz de Tenerife, 2018

6 channel sound installation with light intervention, screen printed poster (92 X 61cm), Vinyl, Photos
Produced in the frame of the residency “Sonidos y teritorios” curated by Juan Matos Capote
at the Museum TEA in S.Cruz de Tenerife (ES)

Photo: Jaime Bravo

Nuevas fronteras del bienestar del ecosistema vaginal #4 S.Cruz de Tenerife, 2018
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Nuevas fronteras del bienestar del ecosistema vaginal #5 Lucena, 2019

Screen printed poster (92 X 61cm), vinyl, video documentation of a performance realized in public space
Produced by Sensxperiment festival

Nuevas fronteras del Bienestar del Ecosistema Vaginal #5, Lucena, 2019
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graphics Marzia Dalfini
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Derrière la mer, 2018

Sound piece, 17’
Score (90x 40 cm), hand made libretto
Performed by Edyta Jerząb and Jérôme Porsperger

After having met people from different cultural and geographic horizons, Raimondo has
composed a score based on excerpts of these interviews in dialogue with Koranic and
Biblical passages related to the see. This score is in three parts: the first part, “Toward the
sea”, is the sensual relation with this element; the second, “Crossing the sea”, evokes the
dangers that it represents; the third, “Beyond the sea”, proposes a vision and a reflection
on the symbolic end of the sea. This work proposes a vocal journey between cultures and
languages and multiple visions about the sea, intended as an element which is impossible
to break and not intended to separate.

Derrière la mer, 2018
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DIVINA!, 2017

HD video, 3’ 05’’
Performer: Divina Tota
Music: Malambo n.1 di Yma Sumac

To listen demands an opening toward the other and to record other’s memories and
experiences means spreading the private toward the public.
For Raimondo each meeting is exceptional and each voice is part of a new map of the place
where she is.
During her stay in Chile, the artist meets in a bar the drag queen Divina Tota during one of
shows of voice lifting.
Divina Tota becomes the symbol of Raimondo’s research, in her being the synthesis of
apparent opposites: a post punk/gothic look combined with a hyper femminine repertoire;
the lifting of her voice with a body which is completely characterized.
Divina Tota dubs Malambo n.1 by the soprano Yma Sumac in front of Pacific Ocean. In this
case the ocean is the symbol of the portal city of Valparaiso and it is, more in general, a
reference to the femininity itself.
For Raimondo the sea, the ocean, has a double interpretation: the possibility of starting
again, but also its opposite (referring to migratory flux), it reminds a natural barrier and the
cancellation of the idea of boundary itself.
Critic text by Manuela Pacella

graphics Marzia Dalfini
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Casablanca tells, Anna Raimondo, 2017

6 channel sound installation 20’
A3 posters printed in risograph (limited edition)
Realised in the frame of Loading...Casa, curated by Salma Lahlou for Dubai Design Week
Voices: Salma Lahlou and Kalil Nemmaoui
Soprano: Myriam SIf
Written: by Anna Raimondo
Recordings: Jeanne Debarsy

“Casablanca Tells” is a choral work which presents a layered dialogue between different
facets of the city. The artist uses numerous recordings captured through the streets of the
city to chronicle its complex identity. Three distinct ‘movements’ emerge and aggregate to
form an aural representation of the central protagonist - Casablanca.
A multitude of street recordings capturing throngs of voices and languages, these vocal
fragments are overlaid by ambient sonic rhythms and a-rhythms.
The city is embodied through a male and female voice that act as the central narrators of the
city. These monologues where constructed using many recorded interviews taken across the
urban soundscape.
To stretch the importance of the core characteristics of the city- its chaotic and organic
resistance - a selection of the most prominent Nass El Ghiwan songs have been interpreted
by people met on the street and then translated into a vocal interpretation by a Soprano
singer, Myriam Sif.
Casablanca will thus translated via a work of sonic spazialisation concieved in situ for the
place of the exhibition.
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My big future!, 2017

Digital print (variable dimensions)
Radio piece, 50’
Realized in the frame of SAVVY FUNK documenta 14 radio program
In collaboration with the fortune teller Maja Gold
During documenta14, in the frame of Every Time A Ear di Soun, a documenta 14 Radio
Program, Raimondo asks to the fortune teller Maja Gold to read her future as a radio artist
on air: will she be less precarious or even rich and successful? And more in general: will be
radio art recognized in the frame of contemporary art?
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Come un mare fuor d’acqua #3 - Forza e coraggio il mare è di passaggio
2017
HD video 16/9, 9’38’’
Vinyl

Come un mare fuor d’acqua (As a sea out of water)” is an ongoing project by Anna Raimondo
and curated by Marco Trulli, based on the paradox to activate the sea where there is not and
on a radical reconceptualization that aims to think about our bond and reliance on water as
a symbolic element, as a politic field, a geographic space but also as a place of relations.
So far the project has been realized in different steps and geographies: “Come un mare fuor
d’acqua #1” in the frame of the residence “Here is elsewhere” at the Fabbrica del Vapore in
collaboration with Mare Culturale Urbano in 2015; “Come un mare fuor d’acqua #2 - L’eau
en Senne” during the residence program at the MAAC in 2016 supported by BJCEM and
Europe Creative; “Come un mare fuor d’acqua #3 - Forza e coraggio il mare è di passaggio”
in Viterbo in the frame of the residence “Cantieri d’Arte” in collaboration with ARCI, Tuscia’s
University and Viterbo’s Prison in 2017 supported by the Lazio’s Region.
In the frame of “Come un mare fuor d’acqua #3 - Forza e coraggio il mare è di passaggio”
the artist has recorded five men in Viterbo’s prison about their imaginaries and sings related
to the sea, to create a mix of radio portraits and songs. A Sunday morning, a little truck with
its own sound system has broadcast these recordings in the streets, to create a sonic trip
from the prison to the sea, passing trough the city of Viterbo.

Come un mare fuor d’acqua #3 - Forza e coraggio il mare è di passaggio, 2017
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Féminisme quotidien #1 - voyage au Maroc, 2017

5 Screen printed T-shirts (limited edition), series of photos (10,5 x 15 cm)
Recordings and wall writings

The t-shirts, collecting sentences that Moroccan women would like to share in public space,
becoming material for a work in progress with the creation of the brand “Daily Feminism”.
Raimondo goes out in the city of Rabat wearing those sentences and asking people around
to take her a picture.
This project evokes the relation between spontaneity and the research of communicative
practice to reflect on different thematics: such as the relation between the private and the
public, the one between women’s bodies and their difficult to express in a patriarcal society.
A combination of intuitions and a research on the field lead the artist to find a right balance to
share and exchange with the other, while the audience become co-author of the work itself.

Féminisme quotidien #1 - voyage au Maroc, 2017
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Photo: Naya Kuu
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Mi porti al mare?, 2016
HD video 16/9, 14’18’’

The sea is evoked as the symbol of a body of water that potentially links the continents in a
domain of the possible, although it cannot be evoked without concealing the human distress
it carries along on a social, political, ecological and economic level.
The video “Mi porti al mare?” fully reflects Anna Raimondo’s approach. She roams the city
(not without difficulty) with a mermaid’s tail and asks passers-by to take her to the sea. A
character from fantasy, in the public space the mermaid becomes an incongruous figure who
is incapable of moving without being carried. The appeal for help then becomes a crucial
issue for the artist, who depends on the assistance of those she encounters. Seduction
and surprise form an integral part of the interactions with the people she meets in order to
address with them the matter of what makes them think of the sea. The artist combines three
maxims for this performance:
“Focus on the sea until it becomes part of you; Find your G spot in your vocal chords;
Live in the in-between”.
The first is a matter of human destiny: “To disappear in deep water or to disappear in a
distant horizon, to join the depths or with infinity, such is the human destiny that takes its
image from the destiny of the water.”1
The second is part of a relationship with femininity and sexuality. The stereotypes associated with the mermaid figure in mainstream culture are turned on their head by the action of
the artist in the streets of Brussels. She is strewn across the ground, awkward because she
lacks the normal range of movement, and carted around the public space without control.
Here the costume makes it difficult to evoke the fantasy of the mermaid. Its principal purpose
is to maximise the possibility of exchanges.
The third maxim evokes the inextricable condition of the man constantly obliged to come to
terms with a multiple identity.
Excerpt of the critic text “Mi porti al mare?”
written by the curators Nancy Casielles & Nancy Suárez
1

BACHELARD, Gaston, L’Eau et les Rêves. Essai sur l’imagination de la matière, Paris, Le Livre de Poche (Coll. Biblio essais, n°4160),p. 20-21, 2015

Photo: Naya Kuu

Mi porti al mare?, 2016
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A mermaid is on air, 2016

Radio art work, 10’48’’
Also adapted as a 5.1 sound installation or live performance in collaboration with the foley
artist Céline Bernard
Commissioned by María Andueza for Radio Reina Sofia (Es)
Co-produced by Ö1 Kunstradio (At), Radio Revolten (De)

A mermaid is a mystery. A mystery, which crosses different universes and registers. Half bird
or half fish? Femmes fatales or a simple and innocent beautiful girl? Prophet or destroyer?
Becoming woman, waves, becoming mermaid, “A Mermaid Is On Air” is a sonic trip trough
these universes, where the voice, the subjectivity and the process of the perception of
listening are central to explore them. In the live performance and in the 5.1 audiovisual
installation, the original radio work is augmented with images showing the process of the
manipulation of objects made by the foley artist Céline Bernard, transposing in so doing the
sound of the sea.
The work explores the mysterious universe of the waves, while the mermaid evokes here
the potential of electromagnetic waves in her possibility to cross the air, the water and the
earth. Playing on different levels, the work deconstructs the myth of the mermaid, mixing
different legends and stereotypes about its figure. The mermaid becomes here an ironic and
poetic way to approach what “being woman” could mean beyond instructions to follow and
stereotypes to fill. At the same time, this figure also activates the imaginary related to the sea
as a horizon of possibility where to find the other and the self in continuous transformation.
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VIDEO STILLS

Photo: Markus Mohr

A mermaid is on air, 2016

LIVE PERFORMANCE
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Partenope à Bruxelles, 2016

Postcards, 10,5 x 15 cm
Photo printed on baryta paper, variable dimensions

In Brussels’ centre, the Anspach Fountain testifies the covering of the river Senne in 1867.
The river is personified with the traits of a woman constrained by the space of the vaulted
arch. Anna Raimondo imagines a scenario to «liberate» this female figure from the setting
imposed on it. She gives it a mermaid’s tail in order to create a new possible scenario.
The figure of the mermaid takes on a liberating role and symbolises new horizons, those of
another world or another possible reality.
The intervention in the public space has been documented with photos and it has been
formalized trough a postcard available for the public.

Photo: Naya Kuu

Partenope à Bruxelles, 2016
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Come un mare fuor d’acqua #2 - L’eau en Senne, 2016
Sonic parade in Brussels centre, 2016
HD video 16/9, 9’18’’

Anna Raimondo rebuilds in Brussels an aquatic landscape through an acoustic parade that
recalls the itinerary of the river Senne covered up during the second half of the 19th century.
The research of the artist is focused on the need to act in this gap which separates the public
space and its inhabitants from the denied presence of the river and its relative sound horizon.
The sound parade led by the artist in collaboration with foley artist Celine Bernard and
a group of participants to a workshop on the construction of aquatic sound objects, has
staged and recalled the sounds of the river that used to be there, through the use of selfmade instruments and recycled materials.
Floating in the the urban space, “L’Eau en Senne” suggests the dimension of a submerged
elsewhere, preceding the urbanistic transformation, and means to recall an ephemeral and
erratic geography. Likewise, two cities and two times co-exists and overlap each other, in
a mental space where the levels of reality and memory blend together. This overlapping of
different times, prompted by the sound orchestra, activates both ears and eyes, transforming
the meaning of the landscape standing in front of us.
Excerpt of the critic text “L’Eau en Senne”
written by the curator Marco Trulli

Photo: Naya Kuu

Come un mare fuor d’acqua #2 - L’eau en Senne, 2016

Photo: Tina Grifoni
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SOUND WALK

VIDEO STILLS

Photo: Leo Bouteiller
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Everyone is a mermaid, 2016

Head-in-the-hole photo board, digital printing, wooden stand, 2,00 x 2,81 m

Visitors are invited to become a typical, thus surrealistic Brussels’ mermaid. Beyond the
interactive and the ludic aspect of the work, this invitation questions the transexual nature of
the mermaid.

Everyone is a mermaid, 2016
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Nel Dubbio, 2016

Video in loop, 16/9
Diptych of photos, 40 x 60 cm

An endless doubt, a constant research is expressed through a hypnotic a-rhythmic gesture
in the video.
Its activation is also activated by the process of accumulation and by the naked neck
portrayed in the diptych of pictures. The multitude of lucky charm’s symbols, from different
cultural horizons, evokes the potential of multiculturalism inhabiting each subject, while
proposing a contemporary mirror for the visitors in need of protection and inhabited by
multiple cultures at the same time.
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Me, my english and all the languages of my life, 2015
Radio art, 15’34’’
Produced by acsr (BE) and ABC’s radio show Sound Proof (AU)
Prix Palma Ars Acustica 2016

Having lived a nomadic life travelling, living and working around the world, Anna Raimondo
reflects on her relationships with the different languages of her life: Italian, Spanish, French,
and English. At the same time, she attends a phonetic course to learn how to speak with
a British accent. Caught somewhere between ridicule and seriousness, hesitation and
encouragement, Anna’s exploration invites listeners into a sonic soup of lingue / idiomas /
langues / languages.

Photo: Chiara Caterina
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Encouragements, 2014

HD video 16/9, 9’
Intervention in urban space, Brussels
Courtesy the artist and Arte Contemporanea Bruxelles (BE)

After having collected the encouragements of women of several ages, origins, and sexual
and religious backgrounds, the artist walks through the Brussels’ public spaces and uses
these texts for an imaginary conversation at her cell phone. In so doing she embodies a form
of women’s solidarity, contaminating the urban space with personal and plural experiences.

Photo: Chiara Caterina

Encouragements, 2014
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Gender Karaoke, 2014

Site-specific participative sound installation
(Dvd, karaoke, 2 microphones, lights, fog machine)
Variable dimensions
Courtesy the artist and the gallery Arte Contemporanea Bruxelles (BE)

The artist proposes a karaoke based on a collection of very popular songs taken from
various times and cultural contexts, and conveying a problematic representation of women.
Genders, however, are reversed in the texts that the public is invited to sing.

Gender Karaoke, 2014
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Mediterraneo, 2014

HD video 16/9, 22’
Courtesy the artist and the gallery Arte Contemporanea Bruxelles (BE)

Minutes slowly roll by, falling drop-by-drop into an empty glass placed at the frame’s centre.
The pace-setting artist’s voice, a woman’s voice, repeats “Mediterraneo, Mediterraneo,
Mediterraneo, Mediterraneo, Mediterraneo, Mediterraneo...” for twenty minutes.
An hypnotic image, magnified by the drop filling the glass and raising the liquid’s level. The
initially crystal-clear, neat voice imperceptibly tires, breaks down, chokes, and finally drowns.
The video itself starts by displaying quite distinct objects: the glass (the container), water
(the contained), and the voice. In the process, the water level raises, the voice and the word
crack, and the association between glass and mouth – the cavity through which the body
swallows the life’s lymph – materializes.
The metonymic migration of meaning from and to two related forms acquires more and more
pregnancy as the given sign takes on other signs: the basin “containing” the sea, the boat
“containing” the sailing men....
The vocal rhythm is obsessive, with its endless iteration of the same word: a mantra, a
vibrating dirge akin to a fluid surface; the word, iterated like a string of scarcely dissimilar
pearls, outlines a circular ordering, somewhat like the in-and-off waters trajectories described
by ancient oars pushed by human muscles under the lead of monotonous drums. Ships
ploughed the waves by the bodies’ strength, more than by winds, to get to the sides of that
basin which since only a few centuries ago is now recognized as an enclosed sea.
Sea, which swallows and ejects, thieves and returns. Physical erosion shapes the coasts it
laps upon, a metaphor for the cultural, social and political impact on the people living along
them.

continue reading >>
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Far from being just an individual echo, the voice articulating “Mediterraneo” is a chorus
generating space, rather than a source of narration, or a world’s description. It’s an atavic
space, resembling Edouard Glissant’s matrix-abyss: “the people having experienced the
abyss do not boast of being elected. They don’t think to generate the powerfulness of
modernity. They live the relationship, they cultivate it, as the abyss’ oblivion takes root and
the memory strengthens. [...] It may be said that the abyss’ experience is what we share the
most”1. In the “poetic of depth”2 at which this work aims, the explorations of the inner and
the environmental spaces do tally with an extremely effective synthesis through which the
submerged image of an archaic collective memory surfaces.
Anna Raimondo’s research moves from the topics placed under the gender, cultural and
postcolonial studies heading in the Anglo-Saxon countries; but “Mediterraneo” is a step
ahead, looking towards the so-called “traveling cultures”3, James Clifford’s successful formula
for cultures resulting from an open process of endlessly changing phenomena. In the video,
this openness transpires through the water’s overflowing and the feeling of copiousness it
embodies: water generates spaces and fertilizes them.
Critic text by the curator Silvia Litardi

1
2

Mediterraneo, 2014

3

Édouard Glissant [1990], Poetica della Relazione, Quodlibet, Macerata, 2007, p. 22
op. cit., p. 34
James Clifford [1999], Strade. Viaggio e traduzione alla fine del secolo XX, Bollati Boringhieri, Torino, 2008

© Clémentine Delahaut
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Play babel – Parlez vous St Gillois?, 2014

Sound walk realized for the project “Parlez vous St Gillois?”, 48’
Produced by the asbl Constant (Brussels, BE)

Play Babel is a sonic immersion in St Gilles neighborhood using untranslatable words, a
soup of false friends, a salad of accents. After having met and recorded some local residents
about their relationships to languages, the artist proposes here an alternative way to explore
the district through a sound walk.
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In tempo di crisi, 2014

HD video 16/9, 5’19’’
Sonic intervention in urban space realized during the residency program at Fondazione
Aurelio Petroni (IT)

During the residency at FAP (Fondazione Aurelio Petroni), the artist has collected and
recorded a series of encouragements from the inhabitants of the area. These recordings
have been then diffused on a Sunday morning through the loudspeakers of the camion of
a fruits and vegetable retailer who did not sell his usual goods that day but proposed free
encouragements contaminating the public space.
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In Between, 2013

Sonic multi-channel site-specific installation for urban space (16 speakers)
Variable dimension
The project has been selected for the project “Vitrine Sonore”, curated by Philippe-Auber
Gauthier at Sporobole Art Center, during the festival “Espace IM Média 2013” in Sherbrooke
(CA). With the support of the project MOVIN’UP I session 2013, by Ministero per i beni e le
attività culturali and GAI – Associazione per il Circuito dei Giovani Artisti Italiani

The sounds of Sporobole’s doors and windows (fissures, hinges, surfaces) have been
recorded using an array of different microphones and techniques to capture a combination of
both recognizable and abstract sounds. These sounds have then been composed alongside
the use of silence, working on the idea of sonically translating the limen between private and
public space.
“In Between” questions and re-imagines the relationship between private and public space,
looking for intermediate acoustic spaces.
The result is a site-specific sonic atmosphere diffused on 16 speakers outside of the art
center, to be possibly adapted to other spaces.
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Paris (à) Dakar, 2013

Sound walk (Mobile telephones, boom box and radio transmitter)
Realised in the district Sicap II Liberté in Dakar, during the residency at the art centre KërThiossane

“Paris (à) Dakar” invites people to download a mp3 or connect their mobile telephones to
an ephemeral radio frequency, to listen via headphones to a composition based on steps
previously recorded in Paris. The sound walk has to follow one instruction: walking through
the streets at the rhythm of the steps recorded in Paris soundscapes. The experience
proposes a time-space dimension for re-composing and transforming the present and the
everyday contexts through sound.
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Skin Voice, 2013-2014

Participatory radio performance (stereo), also adaptable to an acousmatic live performance

“Skin Voice” is an interactive performance based on a single instruction: listeners are invited
to call the radio studio and imagine the person behind the voices peaking to them, on air.
How does the audience imagine her/his nose? Her/his eyes? How do listeners’ voices build
her/his body and personality? How much and which kind of information can a voice convey?
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Arm wrestling # 3 (a man and a woman), 2012
Site-specific interactive sound installation
(Two radios, arduino, 2 radio-transmitters)

“Arm wrestling # 3 (a man and a woman)” is a site-specific interactive sound installation for
two radios. One broadcasts a man’s voice, the other a woman’s. The voices exchange words
whose connotations change according to gender.

© Benedetta Ubezio
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Untitled (a stranger, the water and what I am), 2012-14

HD video 16/9, 3’
Performance in urban space (London, UK; Rabat, MA; Dakar, SN; Trento, IT)

“To be or not to be. Identity has turned into one of the most politicized spaces, but also a
most slippery one. Post-structuralist feminist theories defend a shifting, mobile, portable
idea of identity in opposition to classic quests for being. In reaction to classic psychological
theories, post-structuralist feminism demonstrates how fixed categories are symptoms of
pathology while strength and health sit on the side of the lack of definition.
Anna Raimondo is aware that every definition is a limitation, a frontier in itself, something that
unites but also separates, that can be impermeable.
A stranger splashes her at each definition she declares about herself as a woman, as a
feminist, as an Italian, as an artist in a metropolis such as London…
Each water bucket thrown against the performer carries the innocence and violence of
games. By the way, being soaking wet, being baptized, are themselves rites of passage,
alluding to fluidity, instability, permanent changeability. The action here aims at approaching
one of the thorniest issues of the time: if identity has effectively become the battleground of
political confrontation, what should we expect when finding that no space for self-definition
is any longer available?”
Critic text by Maria Iñigo Clavo
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How to make your day exciting, 2012
HD Video, 16/9, 5’28’’
Sonic intervention in urban space, London
Kit (headphones, mp3, instructions)

After realising a sonic composition with porno-actors’ orgasms, the artist has caught the
public transports by which she uses to move daily in London, while listening at this recording
at the highest volume; her private listening has thus become public. With the same material,
the artist has realised a kit in mp3, equipped with earplug headphones and users’ directions,
inviting then the audience to perform her action, i.e. to walk through a usual urban trajectory
and sonically contaminate the environment.

graphics Silvia Renda
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La vie en bleu, 2013

Radio art, 11’36”
Soundscape’s composition (stereo), also to be adapted for a multi-channel sound installation
Produced by Kunst Radio (AT)
First prize as best soundscape at the sound art competition “Piars”

The waves we are talking about when we’re on the radio are a special kind of waves that are
able to ruffle the ether, this fictional substance within which the electromagnetic resonances
of disembodied voices and sounds propagate.
But there is a wave domain which extends on a different plane, which moves and stirs a
different matter, perhaps a denser matter, a matter in which the sound runs faster, sound
travelling across continental distances bringing echoes of unheard depth.
This is clearly the sea. A huge, unstable, resonator that is continuously evolving.
The sea is the main character of the piece by Anna Raimondo entitled “La Vie en Bleu” (Life
in blue). The sea is a strange variant of the radiophonic ether with its continuous wave-cycle,
capable of creating pathways and connecting distant places. In this case, the two marine
cities of Naples and Marseilles. They become the terminals of a radio bridge that extends
under the water.
Is the sea a primordial form of radio? Just think of those animals that communicate at very
great distances in the deep oceanic waters, sending signals to be carried by the motion of
the sea. This piece invites us to tune in to this sort of underwater radio. Becoming-whale.
Becoming-dolphin.
Critic text by Stefano Perna
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